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Snuggle Salon Session Survey 

Question 1:  On a scale of 1 – 10, how satisfied are you with 

the services you received during the session? 

 

Question 2:  If you enjoyed the session, please tell us what you 

enjoyed? 

Timestamp 

(dd/mm/yyyy ) 

IP Address Response Id Answer 

18/02/2016 

06:58:50 

173.36.240.167 56c6146a20d9b I enjoyed the entire session with 

Debbe. She was very friendly, loving 

person. I would love to snuggle with 
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her again 

20/02/2016 

03:48:49 

24.4.200.19 56c7e2217d9bf My snuggle partner (Yvonne) was 

extremely gracious and welcome me 

with a nice hug. her smile and 

warmth towards me was incredible. 

We talked a little and hugged and 

snuggled throughout the 90 minute 

session. she made feel quite relaxed 

and at ease. she confidently 

explained the policies  at the 

beginning of the session and asked 

me if had any boundary I felt 

comfortable enough with her to open 

all the session renderings. Such a 

warm and caring experience. I look 

forward to my next session with her 

which would be constrained by the 

amount of dollars per month 

allocated for self  care :-)   Kudos to 

you Yvonne for having the insight and 

thoughtfulness to pursue your dream 

. 

30/04/2016 

11:07:17 

172.58.16.127 57253aa502e16 The service is good and help me relax.  

05/05/2016 

03:11:58 

66.87.118.122 572ab9fe29bbc Smart conversation, kind with my 

boundaries and educated me about 

the process. 

14/05/2016 

01:20:42 

166.137.242.77 57367d6aaf955 I enjoyed the attention from the 

ladies. 

18/05/2016 

07:52:10 

99.52.206.130 573cc7ea7c8f0 I liked the touching and patience she 

had.  

18/05/2016 

07:58:57 

99.52.206.130 573cc980e9f63 I liked the touching and patience she 

had.  

21/05/2016 99.52.206.130 573fc23dc9e50 I enjoyed Jaimes warm and friendly 
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02:04:46 way of cuddling. 

01/06/2016 

11:34:56 

99.52.206.130 574f71207cc16 Jaime is wonderful snuggler and 

made me feel so welcome and safe. 

14/06/2016 

01:55:44 

66.87.118.253 575f6420608d0 I enjoyed the intimacy, the comfort, 

and the overall sense of welcoming 

and safety.  The boundaries were 

clear, but they weren't enforced with 

harshness.  Kissing (not lips) was 

platonic and comforting without 

being sexually charged, allowing for a 

sense of familiarity and calming.  

Overall, a fantastic experience. 

27/06/2016 

08:29:41 

99.52.206.130 57718cb494801 Attentive , gentle , very 

compassionate  

12/07/2016 

03:47:07 

99.52.206.130 5784683b6e49d Jaime was so kind and affectionate!  

She made me feel very comfortable 

and I enjoyed my first snuggle 

tremendously. 

13/07/2016 

05:18:35 

50.185.240.60 5785cf2b9f6c0 Everything, 

13/07/2016 

10:32:08 

192.150.10.206 5786c16801aef She is very friendly and 

accommodates very well.You don't 

feel like you are meeting her first 

time.She is professional cuddler who 

knows all the cuddling positions. I 

enjoyed her company a lot.Looking 

forward for another one. 

25/07/2016 

04:01:01 

73.231.5.130 57958efcf3c77 Kate brings healing and soothing 

energy. She is awesome Great person  

31/07/2016 

08:50:59 

20.0.0.91 579e64b3558e4 Jaime is truly amazing! From the 

outset, I felt completely comfortable 

with her. She is extrmely empathic 

and communicative. I was very 
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moved by the oower of her touch.  

27/08/2016 

06:19:30 

20.0.0.193 57c1d9b1ef4f5 The person to snuggle with, Sienna, 

was amazing 

27/08/2016 

08:13:02 

20.0.0.193 57c1f44e33d1c It was awesome! 

28/08/2016 

05:16:59 

20.0.0.91 57c31c8af2445 It was a great experience. Snuggling 

makes you calm and relaxed. It is a 

great way to connect with another 

human and share the awesome 

experience. Sienna was out of the 

world, will definitely recommend her. 

She is a natural born snuggler. 

28/08/2016 

05:39:15 

20.0.0.91 57c321c3450f2 Everything it was a wonderful time of 

cuddling and connection Jaime is 

amazing 

29/08/2016 

12:17:59 

20.0.0.91 57c37f379ea49 Jaime was really friendly and i felt 

comfortable  

29/08/2016 

02:25:37 

20.0.0.193 57c39d20df13c From the beginning, Jamie was very 

welcoming and pleasant. As always, 

the session was wonderful. 

30/08/2016 

09:16:25 

20.0.0.91 57c5f7a8eec63 Everything during the session was 

perfect.VERY minor ding. The session 

ran over by 10 minutes and she 

needed to be out on time at noon. So 

now she's running late and I could 

feel anxiety. Even if the session runs 

over the Snuggler has to give the 

impression that all is good so the 

client won't feel the vibe. Never want 

the client's last memory of a session 

to be as negative one. So, a 9.9.    

30/08/2016 

09:17:23 

20.0.0.91 57c5f7e389494 Everything during the session was 

perfect.VERY minor ding. The session 
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ran over by 10 minutes and she 

needed to be out on time at noon. So 

now she's running late and I could 

feel anxiety. Even if the session runs 

over the Snuggler has to give the 

impression that all is good so the 

client won't feel the vibe. Never want 

the client's last memory of a session 

to be as negative one. So, a 9.9.    

31/08/2016 

08:17:44 

20.0.0.146 57c73b68c241d Ii enjoyed the space Jaime created for 

us and it was a very fullfilling and 

calming experience. 

07/09/2016 

12:42:42 

20.0.0.49 57cf6282aedee Spoon 

10/09/2016 

07:10:01 

20.0.0.49 57d45a895cb35 I enjoyed the session immensely. 

Once again, I had a tremendous 

experience with Jaime.  

10/09/2016 

07:22:17 

20.0.0.90 57d45d695fe99 Everything about the session !!! 

Jamie is simply awesome and guides 

extremely well. She is very 

compassionate and extremely 

knowledgable about her work !!! It 

was great !! 

15/09/2016 

06:18:49 

20.0.0.49 57dae6096c1ef Sienna!  She is great to snuggle with 

and a great conversationalist! 

22/09/2016 

07:44:49 

20.0.0.90 57e434b1a6675 A mix of emotional release for me 

which probably I needed. I do not 

know how it impacts your snuggle 

providers, but it did impact my 

psyche to genuinely experience 

affection from a stranger in ways I 

don't know yet. It did make me 

question a few things about myself. 

Sorry, I am getting into the mess of 

this human mind, so I'll just say, that I 

am glad that I had the fortune of 
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being snuggled by Sienna.  

24/09/2016 

07:27:06 

20.0.0.90 57e6d38a2201b As always, Jaime was exceptional.  

01/10/2016 

02:23:29 

20.0.0.90 57ef1e218a709 The intimacy, conversations and 

energy 

05/10/2016 

09:15:26 

20.0.0.90 57f56d6e8dbdd I truly enjoyed the deep, deep 

nurturing cuddling and sincere 

affection provided, as well as the 

practical advice shared on how to 

improve my relationship with my wife 

of 26 years. 

07/10/2016 

07:21:35 

20.0.0.49 57f7f5bf20c67 Everything. Jaime was tremendous, 

as always. 

08/10/2016 

01:50:10 

20.0.0.90 57f850d207652 I scheduled a 2-hour session today 

with Jaime, and she was wonderful!! 

She is definitely very snuggable! She 

is very nurturing and simply a delight 

to talk to. I always felt comfortable 

and especially enjoyed beIng able to 

just snuggle into her arms without a 

moment of hesitation. And - She 

clearly enjoys what she does, which 

just adds to the real connection you 

make with her when snuggling. I was 

lucky to be able to add a third hour to 

our session at the last minute. I really 

didn't want it to end.... 

13/10/2016 

07:47:44 

20.0.0.49 57ffe4e0cfe00 Jaime is an incredible cuddler! 

14/10/2016 

09:59:36 

20.0.0.49 580155489bab5 I met Melody for the first time, and 

she is just as sweet in person as her 

picture suggests. She made me feel 

so comfortable immediately, and I 

even felt like she couldn't wait to get 

the session started!   We had a really 
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nice conversation and neck rub 

initially, and once we lay down on the 

comfy foam mattress, I very quickly 

realized that she was enjoying it 

almost as much as I was. It's hard to 

express how much that touched me, 

but needless to say, I got in my 

comfort zone quickly and even dozed 

off a bit.   My favorite part was when 

I was able to essentially cradle her on 

top of me. I'm a pretty big guy, and in 

her words, she is "compact", which 

describes her well. It was so fun being 

able to wrap my arms around my 

own personal little snuggle doll!   I'm 

truly amazed at her ability to show 

compassion and even make me feel a 

genuine bond with her...a person I 

just met...and in such a short time.   I 

have already scheduled my next 

session... 

19/10/2016 

09:38:00 

20.0.0.90 5807e7b8068c4 Miya made me feel very relaxed and 

comfortable  

20/10/2016 

09:00:47 

20.0.0.49 5809307f3d6e1 I enjoyed every aspect of the session. 

21/10/2016 

07:37:42 

20.0.0.49 580a6e863cf15 I had my second session with Melody 

in as many weeks. Again, she is such a 

truly sweet and authentic person. It 

was even better the second time, as I 

spent the week looking forward to 

our visit, anticipating snuggling with 

her. As soon as the session started, 

she sat down on the mattress and 

opened her arms to me, guesturing 

for a hug...and I just sort of "dove 

into" her arms, wrapped my self 

around her and simply enjoyed the 

most wonderful hug someone could 

give. That's how our time was 
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spent...hugging, talking, laughing. I 

can't believe she laughed so hard at 

one of my favorite jokes! She is just 

so sweet.  When I'm there, I feel like 

she is my own personal snuggle doll!  

28/10/2016 

09:51:38 

20.0.0.90 5813c86a262d4 I had my second snuggle session with 

Jaime, and it was a truly wonderful 

experience. She was very nurturing, 

sweet and just really fun to be with. 

We snuggled deeply! She is so 

comfortable with herself and so at 

ease...making the whole session 

relaxed yet invigorating. I loved it 

most when we wrapped our bodies 

around each other, optimizing the 

amount of physical contact. It was, 

again, an amazing and heartfelt 

experience!  I now know that 

snuggling creates a sense of bliss that 

only gets more intense the more time 

you snuggle. Even though I have only 

known Jaime for a short time, 

platonic snuggling allowed me to feel 

true compassion, caring and love for 

her...much like the caring she showed 

toward me. I'm already looking 

forward to our next session... 

29/10/2016 

03:04:53 

20.0.0.49 581411d588774 As always, the session was 

tremendous. 

04/11/2016 

07:27:31 

20.0.0.49 581ce1230ed3f I had my second session with Yvonne, 

and it was even better than our first 

session. She is simply so snuggable! 

As before, she greeted me with a big 

hug and very genuine and sweet 

smile. I like how I just melt into her 

arms when I see her and immediately 

feel a sense of calmness, connection, 

comfort. We tried several different 

snuggle positions again, most of 
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which involved us holding each other 

very closely, wrapping our arms and 

legs around each other. And then she 

helped me discover my favorite 

position, and it was pure bliss for a 

long time. Yvonne is so genuinely 

loving and compassionate about what 

she does for her clients. I can't wait 

for my next session with my snuggle 

expert! 

09/11/2016 

11:48:06 

20.0.0.49 5823b5b644cc4 I had my third session with Jaime, and 

it was even better than the first two 

times. She is so great at immediately 

making me feel welcome and 

comfortable the second we meet. I 

simply melt into her arms when I see 

her, quickly finding my "happy 

space." She is so lovable and 

compassionate. I feel such a sense of 

connection when we are together. 

Again, I am already looking forward 

to our next session.   

11/11/2016 

07:41:08 

20.0.0.75 582576148e80f Daisy made it easy to get comfortable 

and relax, this was also helped by the 

inviting environment. 

11/11/2016 

09:58:26 

20.0.0.75 5825964247824  

16/11/2016 

05:15:03 

20.0.0.87 582c94176e789 Beth not only gives very relaxing 

cuddles, she is just a wonderful, 

genuine person who is great to talk 

with. We discussed a wide range of 

things in our two our session all while 

we cuddled one another. Pleasant, 

relaxing experience and I got to meet 

a wonderful person, too. 

17/11/2016 20.0.0.87 582d1141534b8 I'm so happy I became a client of 

Snuggle Salon. Beth is the 4th Snuggle 
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02:09:05 Partner with whom I've had a session. 

And she was so wonderful!  She 

started off with a really nice shoulder 

massage, and then we lay down on 

the big comfy mattress and, after a 

couple snuggle positions, we ended 

up in what she calls the "koala" 

position. She essentially wrapped her 

arms around me like a koala wraps its 

arms around a tree...me being the 

tree! And we just cuddled and talked 

for a long time. It was so enjoyable. 

She has such an interesting back story 

about her life before she moved here. 

I'm really looking forward to seeing 

her again. 

20/11/2016 

03:13:23 

20.0.0.107 5831bd92e94fa It was a nice relaxing personal 

connection.   

23/11/2016 

05:45:54 

20.0.0.78 58352d12c675d Aimee is so enjoyable to snuggle 

with! She is so friendly and made it so 

easy for me to immediately feel 

comfortable and at ease. We spent 

most of our time talking and giggling, 

while in a very deep and fulfilling 

embrace. I really enjoyed my session 

with her. 

 

Question 3:  If you were UNSATISFIED, please tell us why? 

Timestamp 

(dd/mm/yyyy ) 

IP Address Response Id Answer 

18/02/2016 

06:58:50 

173.36.240.167 56c6146a20d9b N/A 

20/02/2016 

03:48:49 

24.4.200.19 56c7e2217d9bf nothing 
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30/04/2016 

11:07:17 

172.58.16.127 57253aa502e16  

05/05/2016 

03:11:58 

66.87.118.122 572ab9fe29bbc  

14/05/2016 

01:20:42 

166.137.242.77 57367d6aaf955 Don't mention other men 

during the session unless I 

bring it up. 

18/05/2016 

07:52:10 

99.52.206.130 573cc7ea7c8f0  

18/05/2016 

07:58:57 

99.52.206.130 573cc980e9f63  

21/05/2016 

02:04:46 

99.52.206.130 573fc23dc9e50  

01/06/2016 

11:34:56 

99.52.206.130 574f71207cc16  

14/06/2016 

01:55:44 

66.87.118.253 575f6420608d0 There was nothing I didn't 

enjoy. :) 

27/06/2016 

08:29:41 

99.52.206.130 57718cb494801  

12/07/2016 

03:47:07 

99.52.206.130 5784683b6e49d  

13/07/2016 

05:18:35 

50.185.240.60 5785cf2b9f6c0 Payment confusion caused 

some inconvenience. 

13/07/2016 

10:32:08 

192.150.10.206 5786c16801aef  

25/07/2016 

04:01:01 

73.231.5.130 57958efcf3c77  
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31/07/2016 

08:50:59 

20.0.0.91 579e64b3558e4  

27/08/2016 

06:19:30 

20.0.0.193 57c1d9b1ef4f5  

27/08/2016 

08:13:02 

20.0.0.193 57c1f44e33d1c Very satisfied 

28/08/2016 

05:16:59 

20.0.0.91 57c31c8af2445  

28/08/2016 

05:39:15 

20.0.0.91 57c321c3450f2  

29/08/2016 

12:17:59 

20.0.0.91 57c37f379ea49  

29/08/2016 

02:25:37 

20.0.0.193 57c39d20df13c  

30/08/2016 

09:16:25 

20.0.0.91 57c5f7a8eec63 Again, I wasn't dissatisfied, I 

just didn't want my good-

bye moment to be a forced 

one, shall we say.  

30/08/2016 

09:17:23 

20.0.0.91 57c5f7e389494 Again, I wasn't dissatisfied, I 

just didn't want my good-

bye moment to be a forced 

one, shall we say.  

31/08/2016 

08:17:44 

20.0.0.146 57c73b68c241d  

07/09/2016 

12:42:42 

20.0.0.49 57cf6282aedee I am satisfied  

10/09/2016 

07:10:01 

20.0.0.49 57d45a895cb35  
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10/09/2016 

07:22:17 

20.0.0.90 57d45d695fe99  

15/09/2016 

06:18:49 

20.0.0.49 57dae6096c1ef  

22/09/2016 

07:44:49 

20.0.0.90 57e434b1a6675  

24/09/2016 

07:27:06 

20.0.0.90 57e6d38a2201b  

01/10/2016 

02:23:29 

20.0.0.90 57ef1e218a709  

05/10/2016 

09:15:26 

20.0.0.90 57f56d6e8dbdd NA 

07/10/2016 

07:21:35 

20.0.0.49 57f7f5bf20c67  

08/10/2016 

01:50:10 

20.0.0.90 57f850d207652 NA 

13/10/2016 

07:47:44 

20.0.0.49 57ffe4e0cfe00  

14/10/2016 

09:59:36 

20.0.0.49 580155489bab5 NA 

19/10/2016 

09:38:00 

20.0.0.90 5807e7b8068c4  

20/10/2016 

09:00:47 

20.0.0.49 5809307f3d6e1  

21/10/2016 

07:37:42 

20.0.0.49 580a6e863cf15 NA 

28/10/2016 20.0.0.90 5813c86a262d4 NA 
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09:51:38 

29/10/2016 

03:04:53 

20.0.0.49 581411d588774  

04/11/2016 

07:27:31 

20.0.0.49 581ce1230ed3f NA  

09/11/2016 

11:48:06 

20.0.0.49 5823b5b644cc4 NA 

11/11/2016 

07:41:08 

20.0.0.75 582576148e80f  

11/11/2016 

09:58:26 

20.0.0.75 5825964247824  

16/11/2016 

05:15:03 

20.0.0.87 582c94176e789 N/A -- I was very satisfied 

with my session. 

17/11/2016 

02:09:05 

20.0.0.87 582d1141534b8 NA 

20/11/2016 

03:13:23 

20.0.0.107 5831bd92e94fa No issues 

23/11/2016 

05:45:54 

20.0.0.78 58352d12c675d NA  
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Question 4:  Will you schedule another snuggle session with 

us? 

 

Question 5:  Was your Snuggle Partner snuggly, friendly and 

accommodating? 

Timestamp 

(dd/mm/yyyy ) 

IP Address Response Id Answer 

18/02/2016 

06:58:50 

173.36.240.167 56c6146a20d9b Yes. Snuggle partner was 

snuggly, friendly and 

accommodating. I would 

like to schedule with her 

again next week 

20/02/2016 

03:48:49 

24.4.200.19 56c7e2217d9bf yes very much so 

immensely  so I would not 

have changed a moment 
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with her . 

30/04/2016 

11:07:17 

172.58.16.127 57253aa502e16 Yes!  

05/05/2016 

03:11:58 

66.87.118.122 572ab9fe29bbc All of the above 

14/05/2016 

01:20:42 

166.137.242.77 57367d6aaf955 Yes. 

18/05/2016 

07:52:10 

99.52.206.130 573cc7ea7c8f0 For sure 

18/05/2016 

07:58:57 

99.52.206.130 573cc980e9f63 For sure 

21/05/2016 

02:04:46 

99.52.206.130 573fc23dc9e50 Yes 

01/06/2016 

11:34:56 

99.52.206.130 574f71207cc16 Yes!! 

14/06/2016 

01:55:44 

66.87.118.253 575f6420608d0 Yes, yes, and more yes. 

27/06/2016 

08:29:41 

99.52.206.130 57718cb494801 Yes 

12/07/2016 

03:47:07 

99.52.206.130 5784683b6e49d Yes! 

13/07/2016 

05:18:35 

50.185.240.60 5785cf2b9f6c0 yes 

13/07/2016 

10:32:08 

192.150.10.206 5786c16801aef Yes 

25/07/2016 

04:01:01 

73.231.5.130 57958efcf3c77 Yes  
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31/07/2016 

08:50:59 

20.0.0.91 579e64b3558e4 Yes, she was very pleasant, 

accessible, intuitive, and 

understanding.  

27/08/2016 

06:19:30 

20.0.0.193 57c1d9b1ef4f5 Absolutely.  Sienna was 

amazing. 

27/08/2016 

08:13:02 

20.0.0.193 57c1f44e33d1c Absoutely 

28/08/2016 

05:16:59 

20.0.0.91 57c31c8af2445 Yes. Sienna was very 

friendly and welcoming. 

28/08/2016 

05:39:15 

20.0.0.91 57c321c3450f2 Yes 

29/08/2016 

12:17:59 

20.0.0.91 57c37f379ea49 Definitely  

29/08/2016 

02:25:37 

20.0.0.193 57c39d20df13c Jaime is a remarkable 

Snuggle Partner. 

30/08/2016 

09:16:25 

20.0.0.91 57c5f7a8eec63 Most definitely. A real 

sweetheart. I would not 

select a different Snuggler if 

I was to repeat.  

30/08/2016 

09:17:23 

20.0.0.91 57c5f7e389494 Most definitely. A real 

sweetheart. I would not 

select a different Snuggler if 

I was to repeat.  

31/08/2016 

08:17:44 

20.0.0.146 57c73b68c241d Absolutely 

07/09/2016 

12:42:42 

20.0.0.49 57cf6282aedee Yes, she is perfect snuggle 

partner 

10/09/2016 

07:10:01 

20.0.0.49 57d45a895cb35 As always, Jaime was 

remarkably cuddly, 
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pleasant, and responsive.  

10/09/2016 

07:22:17 

20.0.0.90 57d45d695fe99 Absolutely !!!! 

15/09/2016 

06:18:49 

20.0.0.49 57dae6096c1ef Absolutely!  She was all of 

the above! 

22/09/2016 

07:44:49 

20.0.0.90 57e434b1a6675 YES, very much. And I put 

"I'm thinking about it" in the 

previous answer because 

my snuggle session was so 

revealing that I don't know 

if it is for me even though it 

might mean not seeing you 

guys again (which will suck 

for a little while). 

24/09/2016 

07:27:06 

20.0.0.90 57e6d38a2201b Absolutely! Jaime is 

remarkable! 

01/10/2016 

02:23:29 

20.0.0.90 57ef1e218a709 Yes 

05/10/2016 

09:15:26 

20.0.0.90 57f56d6e8dbdd Absolutely. Yvonne is a 

warm and loving person - 

very snuggable! She made 

me feel at ease. 

07/10/2016 

07:21:35 

20.0.0.49 57f7f5bf20c67 Jaime was incredibly 

snuggle, friendly, and 

accommodating, as always. 

08/10/2016 

01:50:10 

20.0.0.90 57f850d207652 Yes, Jaime was very snuggly 

and accommodating.   In 

addition to my previous 

comments, I should add 

that she was very attentive 

when working with me to 

get in just the right position. 

It can take a while for me to 
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get comfortable some times 

when lying down. The 

moment I would start to 

adjust, say, the position of 

my head or arm so I can be 

in the absolute most 

comfortable position while I 

enjoy the snuggle, she was 

"right there" with me, 

clearly very focused on me 

and my comfort, joy and 

nothing else.  

13/10/2016 

07:47:44 

20.0.0.49 57ffe4e0cfe00 Yes, always 

14/10/2016 

09:59:36 

20.0.0.49 580155489bab5 Yes to all three. Please see 

above response. 

19/10/2016 

09:38:00 

20.0.0.90 5807e7b8068c4 YES! 

20/10/2016 

09:00:47 

20.0.0.49 5809307f3d6e1 As always, Jaime was 

remarkably snuggly, 

friendly, and 

accommodating. She is 

profoundly intuitive and 

empathic.  

21/10/2016 

07:37:42 

20.0.0.49 580a6e863cf15 Yes. See above comments. 

28/10/2016 

09:51:38 

20.0.0.90 5813c86a262d4 Yes. See above comments. 

29/10/2016 

03:04:53 

20.0.0.49 581411d588774 As always, Jaime was 

extremely pleasant and 

friendly. I appreciate the 

rapport that I have with her. 

04/11/2016 20.0.0.49 581ce1230ed3f Yes. See above comments. 
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07:27:31 

09/11/2016 

11:48:06 

20.0.0.49 5823b5b644cc4 Yes. See above comments. 

11/11/2016 

07:41:08 

20.0.0.75 582576148e80f She was very outgoing and 

concerned over my 

experience.  She quickly put 

me at ease. 

11/11/2016 

09:58:26 

20.0.0.75 5825964247824  

16/11/2016 

05:15:03 

20.0.0.87 582c94176e789 Yes, she sure was! 

17/11/2016 

02:09:05 

20.0.0.87 582d1141534b8 Yes. Please see above 

comments. 

20/11/2016 

03:13:23 

20.0.0.107 5831bd92e94fa Absolutely 

23/11/2016 

05:45:54 

20.0.0.78 58352d12c675d Yes. See above comments. 

 

Question 6:  What could we do to improve our services? 

Timestamp 

(dd/mm/yyyy ) 

IP Address Response Id Answer 

18/02/2016 

06:58:50 

173.36.240.167 56c6146a20d9b The service was great 

20/02/2016 

03:48:49 

24.4.200.19 56c7e2217d9bf nothing 

30/04/2016 

11:07:17 

172.58.16.127 57253aa502e16 Nothing.  
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05/05/2016 

03:11:58 

66.87.118.122 572ab9fe29bbc  

14/05/2016 

01:20:42 

166.137.242.77 57367d6aaf955 More variety of snuggle 

partners. 

18/05/2016 

07:52:10 

99.52.206.130 573cc7ea7c8f0  

18/05/2016 

07:58:57 

99.52.206.130 573cc980e9f63  

21/05/2016 

02:04:46 

99.52.206.130 573fc23dc9e50  

01/06/2016 

11:34:56 

99.52.206.130 574f71207cc16  

14/06/2016 

01:55:44 

66.87.118.253 575f6420608d0 I'm not sure.  Maybe less 

strict boundaries.  I dunno, I 

guess I'm just looking a gift 

horse in the mouth. 

27/06/2016 

08:29:41 

99.52.206.130 57718cb494801  

12/07/2016 

03:47:07 

99.52.206.130 5784683b6e49d  

13/07/2016 

05:18:35 

50.185.240.60 5785cf2b9f6c0 Please take care of payment 

issues. 

13/07/2016 

10:32:08 

192.150.10.206 5786c16801aef  

25/07/2016 

04:01:01 

73.231.5.130 57958efcf3c77  

31/07/2016 

08:50:59 

20.0.0.91 579e64b3558e4 No need for changes.  
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27/08/2016 

06:19:30 

20.0.0.193 57c1d9b1ef4f5 I have had 2 snuggle 

sessions so far and the 

snuggles with the partners 

are amazing.  I do 

understand there are other 

people in the house who 

are doing their best to keep 

quiet, but hearing the 

following, (doors closing, 

sink running, toilet flushing, 

walking behind the curtain), 

does feel a bit awkward and 

a little uncomfortable. 

27/08/2016 

08:13:02 

20.0.0.193 57c1f44e33d1c Nothing 

28/08/2016 

05:16:59 

20.0.0.91 57c31c8af2445  

28/08/2016 

05:39:15 

20.0.0.91 57c321c3450f2  

29/08/2016 

12:17:59 

20.0.0.91 57c37f379ea49 Nothing! 

29/08/2016 

02:25:37 

20.0.0.193 57c39d20df13c Your services are great as 

they are.  

30/08/2016 

09:16:25 

20.0.0.91 57c5f7a8eec63 Lower the price. $110 is, in 

my opinion, too much for 1 

hour. $80 is fair, but I'm not 

about to drive the Hill to 

save $30. I don't think it's 

fair, either, that just 

because the Snuggler has no 

place to host and we wind 

up outside as a result, that 

we should incur any extra 

fees.  
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30/08/2016 

09:17:23 

20.0.0.91 57c5f7e389494 Lower the price. $110 is, in 

my opinion, too much for 1 

hour. $80 is fair, but I'm not 

about to drive the Hill to 

save $30. I don't think it's 

fair, either, that just 

because the Snuggler has no 

place to host and we wind 

up outside as a result, that 

we should incur any extra 

fees.  

31/08/2016 

08:17:44 

20.0.0.146 57c73b68c241d  

07/09/2016 

12:42:42 

20.0.0.49 57cf6282aedee Nothing 

10/09/2016 

07:10:01 

20.0.0.49 57d45a895cb35  

10/09/2016 

07:22:17 

20.0.0.90 57d45d695fe99 Continue the good work !!!! 

15/09/2016 

06:18:49 

20.0.0.49 57dae6096c1ef  

22/09/2016 

07:44:49 

20.0.0.90 57e434b1a6675 I don't know honestly. 

24/09/2016 

07:27:06 

20.0.0.90 57e6d38a2201b  

01/10/2016 

02:23:29 

20.0.0.90 57ef1e218a709  

05/10/2016 

09:15:26 

20.0.0.90 57f56d6e8dbdd Keep adding trained 

snugglers and clients.  

07/10/2016 

07:21:35 

20.0.0.49 57f7f5bf20c67  
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08/10/2016 

01:50:10 

20.0.0.90 57f850d207652 I think your mission is very 

progressive and your 

business model is on the 

right track. I wish you 

nothing but success. 

13/10/2016 

07:47:44 

20.0.0.49 57ffe4e0cfe00  

14/10/2016 

09:59:36 

20.0.0.49 580155489bab5 NA 

19/10/2016 

09:38:00 

20.0.0.90 5807e7b8068c4  

20/10/2016 

09:00:47 

20.0.0.49 5809307f3d6e1  

21/10/2016 

07:37:42 

20.0.0.49 580a6e863cf15 Keep recruiting more 

Snuggle Partners. Each one 

I've been with is unique.  

28/10/2016 

09:51:38 

20.0.0.90 5813c86a262d4  

29/10/2016 

03:04:53 

20.0.0.49 581411d588774  

04/11/2016 

07:27:31 

20.0.0.49 581ce1230ed3f  

09/11/2016 

11:48:06 

20.0.0.49 5823b5b644cc4  

11/11/2016 

07:41:08 

20.0.0.75 582576148e80f I am super new to cuddling 

so at this point I have no 

idea. 

11/11/2016 

09:58:26 

20.0.0.75 5825964247824  
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16/11/2016 

05:15:03 

20.0.0.87 582c94176e789 Nothing. You 

accommodated my 

schedule and delivered a 

great experience. 

17/11/2016 

02:09:05 

20.0.0.87 582d1141534b8 The services are great! 

20/11/2016 

03:13:23 

20.0.0.107 5831bd92e94fa I was happy with the service 

23/11/2016 

05:45:54 

20.0.0.78 58352d12c675d  

 

Question 7: Your Name and City - or - Leave Blank for 

Anonymous 

Timestamp 

(dd/mm/yyyy ) 

IP Address Response Id Answer 

18/02/2016 

06:58:50 

173.36.240.167 56c6146a20d9b  

20/02/2016 

03:48:49 

24.4.200.19 56c7e2217d9bf Harbinite SJ 

30/04/2016 

11:07:17 

172.58.16.127 57253aa502e16  

05/05/2016 

03:11:58 

66.87.118.122 572ab9fe29bbc  

14/05/2016 

01:20:42 

166.137.242.77 57367d6aaf955 San Jose 

18/05/2016 

07:52:10 

99.52.206.130 573cc7ea7c8f0 Alejandro - Santa Clara 
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18/05/2016 

07:58:57 

99.52.206.130 573cc980e9f63 Alejandro - Santa Clara 

21/05/2016 

02:04:46 

99.52.206.130 573fc23dc9e50 San jose 

01/06/2016 

11:34:56 

99.52.206.130 574f71207cc16 Matthew, San Jose 

14/06/2016 

01:55:44 

66.87.118.253 575f6420608d0 Colin Eldred-Cohen, San 

Jose 

27/06/2016 

08:29:41 

99.52.206.130 57718cb494801  

12/07/2016 

03:47:07 

99.52.206.130 5784683b6e49d  

13/07/2016 

05:18:35 

50.185.240.60 5785cf2b9f6c0  

13/07/2016 

10:32:08 

192.150.10.206 5786c16801aef  

25/07/2016 

04:01:01 

73.231.5.130 57958efcf3c77  

31/07/2016 

08:50:59 

20.0.0.91 579e64b3558e4  

27/08/2016 

06:19:30 

20.0.0.193 57c1d9b1ef4f5  

27/08/2016 

08:13:02 

20.0.0.193 57c1f44e33d1c  

28/08/2016 

05:16:59 

20.0.0.91 57c31c8af2445  

28/08/2016 20.0.0.91 57c321c3450f2  
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05:39:15 

29/08/2016 

12:17:59 

20.0.0.91 57c37f379ea49 Michaela Gooch santa cruz  

29/08/2016 

02:25:37 

20.0.0.193 57c39d20df13c  

30/08/2016 

09:16:25 

20.0.0.91 57c5f7a8eec63 Gregory Lathrop  

30/08/2016 

09:17:23 

20.0.0.91 57c5f7e389494 Gregory Lathrop |  

greggers@comcast.net | 

(831) 252-1197 

31/08/2016 

08:17:44 

20.0.0.146 57c73b68c241d Blank 

07/09/2016 

12:42:42 

20.0.0.49 57cf6282aedee Khaja Hayward  

10/09/2016 

07:10:01 

20.0.0.49 57d45a895cb35 M., Los Gatos 

10/09/2016 

07:22:17 

20.0.0.90 57d45d695fe99  

15/09/2016 

06:18:49 

20.0.0.49 57dae6096c1ef  

22/09/2016 

07:44:49 

20.0.0.90 57e434b1a6675 Jay, Sunnyvale 

24/09/2016 

07:27:06 

20.0.0.90 57e6d38a2201b M., Los Gatos 

01/10/2016 

02:23:29 

20.0.0.90 57ef1e218a709 Mukund, Mountain View 

05/10/2016 20.0.0.90 57f56d6e8dbdd George, San Jose, CA  
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09:15:26 

07/10/2016 

07:21:35 

20.0.0.49 57f7f5bf20c67 M., Los Gatos 

08/10/2016 

01:50:10 

20.0.0.90 57f850d207652 George, San Jose 

13/10/2016 

07:47:44 

20.0.0.49 57ffe4e0cfe00  

14/10/2016 

09:59:36 

20.0.0.49 580155489bab5 San Jose 

19/10/2016 

09:38:00 

20.0.0.90 5807e7b8068c4 Alison -Oakland 

20/10/2016 

09:00:47 

20.0.0.49 5809307f3d6e1 M., Los Gatos 

21/10/2016 

07:37:42 

20.0.0.49 580a6e863cf15  

28/10/2016 

09:51:38 

20.0.0.90 5813c86a262d4  

29/10/2016 

03:04:53 

20.0.0.49 581411d588774 M., Los Gatos 

04/11/2016 

07:27:31 

20.0.0.49 581ce1230ed3f  

09/11/2016 

11:48:06 

20.0.0.49 5823b5b644cc4  

11/11/2016 

07:41:08 

20.0.0.75 582576148e80f JW - San Jose 

11/11/2016 

09:58:26 

20.0.0.75 5825964247824  
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16/11/2016 

05:15:03 

20.0.0.87 582c94176e789 Brian 

17/11/2016 

02:09:05 

20.0.0.87 582d1141534b8  

20/11/2016 

03:13:23 

20.0.0.107 5831bd92e94fa Kevin Woodruff San Lorenzo 

23/11/2016 

05:45:54 

20.0.0.78 58352d12c675d  

 


